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The electrical properties of a lanthanum gallate solid electrolyte were modified by selectively doping the grain boundaries 
with Fe. This was achieved by sandwiching a La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.90Mg0.10O3-δ (LSGM) dense pellet between LaFeO3 samples. 
Annealing at 1550°C in air for several hours promoted Fe diffusion into LSGM via the grain boundaries. Scanning electron 
microscopy and energy-dispersive spectroscopy analyses showed that iron was located at the grain boundary while the grain 
bulk preserved the LSGM composition. Impedance spectra obtained at low temperature consist of the two usual bulk and 
grain boundary contributions. A significant increase in total conductivity was observed for the iron-doped samples, the effect 
being greater for the grain boundary contribution. The total conductivity measured for the iron-containing material revealed 
a slight decrease with decreasing oxygen partial pressure, suggesting the onset of p-type electronic conduction. Estimates of 
the p-type electronic conductivity (σp) were obtained by fitting the low temperature impedance spectra to a simple equivalent 
circuit including one parallel electronic branch. The value for σp in air at 300°C is 3.1×10-6 S/cm and the activation energy is 
75.1 kJ/mol between 300 and 400°C. 
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Procesamiento y conductividad eléctrica de galato de lantano con heteroestructura de tipo core-shell.

Las propiedades elécticas de un electrolito sólido de galato de lantano se han modificado mediante un dopado eléctrico de 
Fe en borde de grano. Esto se consiguió preparando una estructura de sandwich con una plantilla densa de                       
 La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.90Mg0.10O3-δ (LSGM) entre las muestras de LaFeO3. Un tratamiento de varias horas a 1550ºC en aire favoreció la 
difusión de Fe a lo largo de los bordes de grano. Los análisis mediante microscopia electrónica de barrido y espectroscopía de 
energía dispersada muestran que el hierro se localiza en borde de grano mientras que se preserva la composición de LSGM 
en el interior de grano. En las muestras dopadas con hierro se observa un aumento de la conductividad total siendo el efecto 
más notable en el borde del grano. La conductividad total del material que contiene hierro presentó un ligero descenso al 
reducirse la presión parcial de oxígeno, lo que sugiere la presencia de conducción electrónica tipo p.
La conductividad electrónica tipo (σp) se evaluó ajustando el espectro de impedancia de baja temperatura a un circuito 
equivalente sencillo con una resistencia electrónica en paralelo. El valor de σp en aire a 300ºC es  3,1×10-6 S/cm y la energía 
de actuación 75,1 kJ/mol entre 300 y 400ºC.

Palabras clave: core-shell, galato, borde de grano, conductor mixto, espectroscopía de impedancia.

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of mixed ionic and electronic conductivity 
in a material is of interest for a variety of high temperature 
electrochemical applications such as oxygen separation 
membranes. (1) The majority of most interesting materials 
are multicomponent oxides with the perovskite structure 
with the B site partly (or totally) occupied by a transition 
metal element, e.g.: La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-δ (2), ATi1-xFexO3-δ (A=Ca, 
Sr) (3,4) or La1-xSrxGa1-yFeyO3-δ (5). The optimisation of the 
properties of these materials follows a traditional approach 
of homogeneous doping. As an example, in the case of the 
lanthanum gallates, La1-xSrxGa1-yMgyO3-δ (LSGM) is derived 
from LaGaO3 by suitable doping with divalent Sr and Mg, 
where the resulting negative charges are compensated by 
formation of oxygen vacancies (6,7). Being an excellent ionic 
conductor, it can easily be transformed into a mixed conductor 
by substitution of Ga by a transition metal such as Fe (8,9). 
Considering this example, which one may write in abbreviated 
form as LSGM-Fe, it has been suggested that the conduction 
mechanism is linked to the hoping of small polarons between 
trivalent and tetravalent iron (8,9). The formation of Fe4+ is 

favoured in oxidising conditions and may be described, using 
Kröger-Vink notation, by the reaction

1/2O2 + VO
•• + 2FeGa

× ↔ OO
× + 2FeGa

•                              [1]

Alternatively, mixed conducting composites may be 
obtained by combining an ionic conducting phase with an 
electronic conductor. The most common approach to these 
composites is a simple two-phase mixture of contiguous grains 
(10,11). Two-phase composites may also be designed with an 
alternative [core]shell structure in which one component 
– [core] - is surrounded by the other – shell. In the field of 
electroceramics, the most well known example of core-shell 
ceramics is that of commercial [BaTiO3]BaTi1-xZrxO3 based 
ferroelectric phases for temperature-stable ceramic multilayer 
capacitors (12); the composite benefits form a combination of 
the dielectric constants of both phases which have different 
temperature dependencies. Other applications of [core]shell 
structured materials include magnetic SmCo5 particles 
surrounded by metallic copper (13) and semiconducting Si or 
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Ge cores with a shell consisting of the corresponding oxides 
(GeOx and SiOx) (14). There are no known examples of mixed 
electronic/ionic conductors. 

Recently, the formation of metastable [CaTiO3]CaTi0.8Fe0.2O3-

δ heterostructures was reported (15). Interestingly, the oxygen 
permeability flux (and thus the ionic conductivity) measured 
for the heterogeneous ceramics is considerably higher than 
the compositionally identical CaTi0.8Fe0.2O3-δ homogeneous 
material. Since the grain boundaries in this material are 
resistive to oxygen transport (16), the enhancement in ionic 
conductivity observed for the [core]shell ceramics must be 
due to the new features created in the shell such as additional 
oxygen pathways induced by the microdomains boundaries, 
space charge areas adjacent to the domain and/or the core-
shell boundaries. It is expected that the effect of the second 
phase can thus provide a new kinetic pathway, modify the 
structure and/or increase the defect concentrations in the 
zones adjacent to the boundaries.

The [core]shell design is a novel and potentially interesting 
approach to enhance the transport properties of mixed oxygen 
and electronic conductors. This work presents preliminary 
results describing an attempt to obtain [LSGM]LSGM-Fe 
[core]shell ceramics by selective Fe-impregnation of LSGM 
grain boundaries. The grain bulk and boundary electrical 
properties were studied by impedance spectroscopy and 
analysed using an equivalent circuit model to obtain estimates 
of the electronic conductivity component.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Dense samples with nominal La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.90Mg0.10O3−δ 
(LSGM) composition were prepared via the conventional 
ceramic route starting from high purity lanthanum (Merck), 
gallium (Aldrich) and magnesium (Panreac) oxides and SrCO3 
(Merck). The La2O3 was previously calcined at 1100°C for 8 
hours in order to decompose the small amount of La(OH)3 
that is usually present in the original powder. The precursors 
were mixed in ethanol in a planetary ball mill, dried and 
calcined at 1100°C for 12 h and again ball-milled and dried. 
The resultant powder was uniaxially pressed into disk-shaped 
pellets and sintered at 1550°C during 4 h, with heating and 
cooling rates of 5 K/min. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern, 
collected at room temperature from a powdered sample, could 
be indexed to the Pnma orthorrombic space group. A small 
amount of a secondary, unidentified phase was suggested by 
a very small diffraction peak. Combined scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 
analyses confirmed the presence of a small number of Sr-
enriched grains dispersed in the ceramic matrix. The grain 
size was found to vary in a broad range from about 5 to 15 µm. 
Finally, these samples have a density greater than 93% of the 
theoretical value (determined from XRD data). 

The LSGM pellets, with both surfaces polished with 
3 µm-grained diamond paste, were sandwiched between 
two LaFeO3-δ dense pellets and annealed in air at 1550°C to 
presumably promote the diffusion of Fe along the LSGM grain 
boundaries. The pellets were submitted to various annealing 
cycles of 1 hour each. The heating and cooling rates were 5 
K/min.

The electrical properties of the ceramic samples were 
studied by impedance spectroscopy in air between 300 and 
500°C. The spectra were collected in the frequency range 
20–106 Hz with Vac=100 mV using an Hewlett Packard 4284A 

impedance analyser. Results were fitted to equivalent circuits 
using the dedicated code developed by Bernard Boukamp 
(17). Fresh platinum electrodes were applied before every 
measurement and gently removed before the subsequent 
annealing. The same analyser was used to assess the oxygen 
partial pressure (Po2) dependence of the total conductivity, 
measured at a fixed frequency of 10 kHz. These measurements 
were carried out at 700-750°C and with Po2 varying from air 
down to about 10 Pa, by flowing nitrogen.

Several samples were specially prepared for SEM and EDS 
analyses by polishing down to 0.3 µm diamond paste and 
subsequent annealing at 1450°C for 30 min. Fractured, non-
polished surfaces were observed aside.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Mictrostructure

The SEM microstructure shown in Figure 1 was obtained 
for a LSGM pellet after three impregnation cycles. The grain 
size remains nearly unchanged by impregnation and is 
fairly large (in the range 10-15 µm), as usually reported for 
LSGM ceramics obtained by the ceramic route and sintered 
at temperatures higher than 1500°C (18,19). The white spots 
are the marks left by the electron beam during EDS analysis. 
Spectra collected at the centre and at the periphery of the 
grain (small arrows) are shown in Figure 2. They show that 
iron is present only at the grain periphery. The iron atomic 
concentration profiles, measured at the points along the two 
large arrows shown in Figure 1, are plotted in Figure 3, as the 
Fe/Ga ratio. The results suggest that the thickness of the iron 
containing shell varies between 1 and 2 µm. Within the fitting 
error (10%), the fractions of La and Ga remain unchanged, 
while large errors (between 50-100%) associated to the Sr 
and Mg fraction estimates prevent any meaningful comment 
on these minor lighter elements. It should be noticed that no 
standards were used for the EDS analyses. Therefore the data 
presented is semi-quantitative and hence the ratios. 

Given the geometric configuration of the LSGM/LaFeO3 
diffusion couple, an iron concentration gradient is expected 
to form from the surfaces to the bulk of the LSGM pellet. This 
was confirmed by several EDS spectra collected along the 

 

Fig. 1- SEM micrograph of one Fe-doped LSGM sample obtained after 
three impregnation cycles. The white spots are due to the prolonged 
action of the EDS.
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pellets cross section. Moreover, the intensity of the Fe peaks 
was very low (background level) in the spectra obtained at 
about 100 µm of each surface. Simple visual inspection showed 
a dark colour throughout the entire cross section of the pellets 
that is quite different from the light brown characteristic of Fe-
free samples. This is a strong indication that the impregnation 
occurred in the entire pellet. The apparent disagreement with 
EDS may be explained by the fact that a very small number of 
Fe cations, acting as colour centres, should suffice to produce 
the optic effect. Such low amount of Fe may just have no, or a 
very small effect on the electrical properties.

More precise analytical techniques, such as EDS in a 
transmission electron microscope, with higher spatial 
resolution, are necessary to better characterise these ceramics. 
However, the preliminary results now presented confirm 
the formation of [LSGM]LSGM-Fe ceramics via the high 
temperature impregnation of dense pellets. 

3.2. Impedance spectroscopy

The impedance spectra collected in air at 300°C for the 
fresh LSGM and impregnated [LSGM]LSGM-Fe ceramics are 
shown in Figure 4. The LSGM sample spectrum consists of 
the usual two high and low frequency contributions, which 
may be ascribed to the bulk and grain boundary polarisations, 
respectively. The spectra were thus fitted to an equivalent 
circuit comprising a series association of two resistors in 
parallel with constant phase elements (the constant phase 
element is preferred because the semicircles are slightly 
depressed). Following Boukamp’s notation (17), this circuit 
may be represented as (RbQb)(RgbQgb), where Ri are resistors, Qi 
constant phase elements and the subscripts b and gb denote 
bulk and grain boundary. The relevant fitting parameters 
are the bulk and grain boundary resistances (Rb, Rgb), 
pseudocapacitances (Qb, Qgb) and the indexes that account for 
the depression of the semicircles (nb, ngb). The fitting results are 
listed in Table 1. The true capacitance values associated to each 
semicircle, determined by C=R(1-n)/nQ1/n, are 16 pF and 15 nF, 
respectively for the high and low frequency contributions. The 
magnitude of these values is typical for the ionic polarisation 
associated to the grain and grain boundary in a polycrystalline 
ionic conductor. As expected from the considerably large grain 
size and relatively clean grain boundaries, the grain boundary 
contribution to the overall electrical resistance is much smaller 
than the grain bulk.
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Fig. 2- EDS spectra collected at the spots indicated by the small ar-
rows in Figure 1: bottom spectrum collected at the central spot; top 
spectrum collected at the periphery, with a noticeable Fe peak, also 
shown in the inset.

Fig. 3- Evolution of the Fe/Ga ratio along the larger white arrows in 
Figure 1: A) vertical, down-up; B) horizontal, left-right.

Fig. 4- Impedance spectra obtained in air at 300ºC for a fresh LSGM 
sample and after the first and second impregnation cycles.
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3.3 Model behaviour

The [LSGM]LSGM-Fe microstructure and impedance 
spectroscopy results configure a fairly simple model system 
consisting of an ionic conductor grain bulk surrounded by 
mixed ionic-electronic conducting grain boundaries. This can 
be described by adding a parallel electronic branch to the 
polycrystalline LSGM pure ionic conductor. The equivalent 
circuit model is represented in the inset in Figure 7, where 
the resistor Re is the electronic resistance; the smaller Re, the 
higher is the electronic conductivity. This circuit was thus 
used to simulate the impedance spectra of LSGM ceramics 
with different levels of electronic conductivity. Results are 
shown in Figure 7. The thicker line corresponds to the fresh 
sample and was obtained using the parameters listed in Table 

The effect of impregnation with iron is noticed due to the 
progressive decrease of the amplitude of both semicircles (Rb 
and Rgb values) as the sample is submitted to an increasing 
number of impregnation cycles. Moreover, the effect is greater 
for the grain boundary contribution. This is clearly observed 
in a representation of the ratio Rgb/Rg as a function of the 
number of cycles, as shown in Figure 5. Data obtained for 
several samples show that the trend is reproducible. This 
result corresponds to what is expected from the core shell 
microstructure of the [LSGM]LSGM-Fe ceramics (Figure 1) 
and strongly suggests that the overall increase in conductivity 
is mainly due to the appearance of a new parallel electronic 
pathway, resulting in the significant lowering of the grain 
boundary arc.

Grain bulk
Rb 14857 Ω  (0.2%)
Qb 8.6×10-11  (3.2%)
nb 0.89  (0.2%)

Grain boundary
Rgb 3315 Ω  (1.8%)
Qgb 9.0×10-8  (13.2%)
ngb 0.82  (1.8%)

TABLE I. FITTInG PARAMETERS OBTAInED FOR THE FRESH LSGM CERAMIC AT 
300°C. ERRORS ARE GIVEn InSIDE PAREnTHESIS. 

Fig. 5- Variaton of Rgb/Rg after subsequent impregnation cycles.

Fig. 6- Total electrical conductivity as a function of Po2 at 750ºC for 
pure LSGM and Fe-doped samples.

Fig. 7- Equivalent circuit and impedance spectra simulated with the 
parameters listed in Table 1 and Re values of 500, 100, 50, 30, 20 and 
10 kΩ. 
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In order to confirm that the nature of the additional charge 
carriers is electronic, the electrical conductivity of the samples 
was measured as a function of Po2 in moderately oxidising 
conditions. These results, presented in Figure 6, show that the 
conductivity has a slight positive tendency with increasing 
Po2. Although almost negligible for the fresh sample, the slope 
of the log σ versus log Po2 is clearly more pronounced for 
the [LSGM]LSGM-Fe samples. This means that the increase 
in conductivity should be due to a localised increasing 
concentration of electron holes close to the grain boundaries, in 
agreement with Equation (1) or even along secondary phases, 
leading to an increase in the p-type electronic component of 
conductivity.  
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1 and a circuit comprising only the two (RQ) components. The 
thinner lines show the modified spectra as Re is decreased – or 
electronic conductivity is increased. The similarities with the 
experimental results (Figure 4) are obvious. Thus, the model 
was used to fit the spectra of the impregnated samples in order 
to obtain estimates of Re while keeping the other parameters 
fixed and set equal to those of the fresh sample (Table 1). 
Coherence with a simple physical model was preferred to 
a more sophisticated fitting, to emphasise the qualitative 
and even quantitative adequacy of the adopted model. The 
lines in Figure 8 reveal the best fit for the 300°C spectra, 
obtained for Re=28.9 and 13.8 kΩ, respectively for one and 
two impregnation cycles. The quality of the fit is fairly good, 
considering that the model has a single variable. According to 
the present hypothesis, the Re values may be used to obtain 
estimates of the p-type electronic conductivity by 

σp= L/S.Re
-1,                                                                     [2]

where L and S are the length and cross section area defining 
the volume available for transport. Estimates of σp obtained 
for different L/S values are shown in Figure 9: data set 1 
assumes the thickness, Lp, and surface area, Sp, of the pellet; 
data set 2 is based on the same L, but on a restricted value  
Sr =Sp(Str/gr/Sgr), where Str/gr is the effective area available 
for transport per grain (calculated from an average shell 
thickness of 1.5 µm) and Sgr is the area of a grain assuming 
an equivalent grain diameter of 15 µm; data set 3 assumes 
high σp surface regions with Sr and L restricted to 200 µm 
(impregnation to a 100 µm depth from both surfaces of the 
pellet) in series with a low σp bulk. In the absence of low 
temperature experimental data, the σp values taken for the 
undoped regions were obtained by extrapolation of the 
La0.9Sr0.1GaO3-δ high temperature behaviour. It is important to 
note that substitution of Ga by Mg has practically no effect on 
σp. The latter set of values is in good agreement with the data 
obtained for homogeneous La0.9Sr0.1Ga1-xFexO3-δ (x=0 and 0.2) by 
oxygen permeability measurements (9). The data show a clear 
Arrhenius-type behaviour with activation energy of about 75.1 
kJ/mol. This value, obtained at low temperature (300-375°C), 
is lower than that obtained for homogenous samples at 700-
1000°C, ca. 88.8 kJ/mol for x=0.2 and 93.6 kJ/mol for x=0 (9). 
Such difference may be related to the fraction of tetravalent 
iron, which is expected to be higher at low temperature (20) 
thus facilitating the hopping of small polarons between Fe4+ 
and Fe3+.

Ongoing work, to complete the electrochemical 
characterisation of the core-shell ceramics, namely by oxygen 
permeability measurements, is expected to confirm the present 
analysis.

4. FINAL REMARK

The present results show a remarkable effect on the 
transport properties of LSGM due to heterogeneous doping 
with Fe. The exact location of the electrically active Fe-rich 
areas (inside the grains, a typical core-shell microstructure, or 
outside the grains, as a secondary phase along the LSGM grain 
boundaries) still needs further confirmation. Both effects might 
even coexist under certain circumstances, with one prevailing 
over the other for specific processing conditions. What seems 
unquestionable is the use of a unique localized doping 
solution, taking advantage of the distinct grain boundary 
transport properties with respect to the grain bulk, to reach 
a new type of material, with heterogeneous distribution of 
one of the components (Fe), with major relevance on the total 
electrical transport properties. We describe this procedure 
as grain boundary engineering, and we believe that this is 
the first report on such an attempt to adjust the transport 
properties of oxygen ion conductors.

CONCLUSIONS

Core-shell  ceramics with a La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.90Mg0.10O3-δ 
core and a shell made of the same material doped with iron 
w e r e  o b t a i n e d  u s i n g  a  d i f f u s i o n  c o u p l e  o f   
La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.90Mg0.10O3-δ and LaFeO3-δ. The diffusion of Fe into 
the gallate occurs preferentially along the grain boundaries 

Fig. 8- Impedance spectra of LSGM after two Fe impregnation cycles 
and the corresponding fits to the equivalent circuit described in Figure 
7. The best fit is obtained, for the first cycle, with Re=28878 and 13836 
Ω for the second.

Fig. 9- Arrhenius representation of the electronic conduction param-
eter in air for one Fe-doped LSGM sample after the second impreg-
nation cycle (solid circles): 1) pellet L/S, 2) S restrictions, 3) L and S 
restrictions (see text for details). The squared symbols correspond to 
data obtained for La0.9Sr0.1Ga1-xFexO3−δ (x=0 - solid; x=0.2 - open) taken 
from ref. (9).
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and a shell thickness of 1-2 µm was obtained upon annealing 
at 1550°C for three hours.

The study of these samples by impedance spectroscopy 
revealed that iron doping leads to an increase in p-type 
electronic conduction. An estimated value of 3.1×10-6 S/cm at 
300°C in air for p-type electronic conductivity was obtained 
by fitting the low temperature impedance spectra to an 
equivalent circuit model. The activation energy was 75.1 
kJ/mol between 300 and 400°C. These values are in good 
agreement with the expected trend observed for homogeneous 
ceramics but should be complemented by oxygen permeation 
measurements to confirm the potential of heterogeneous 
microstructures as mixed conducting materials.  
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